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Abstract

With the increasing use of geographical data in real-world

applications, Geographic Information Systems (GISs) have

recently emerged as a fruitfui area for research. Nowadays, a

GIS can be combined with World Wide Web (WWW)
techniques to provide information to a multitude of users. A
high-performance web-based GIS, called TerraFly, has been

deveioped in order to provide web-based GIS accesses to the

general pubiic. The design of TerraFly considers three major

aspects including system architecfure, data structures, and

networking. The system architecture utilizes the existing

resources to achieve maximum performance by using the

"Internally Distributed Multithreading (IDMT)" technique. A
spatial access method, semantic R-trees, is used to search an

object based on both spatial and semantic information. System

performance results are presented and analyzed. Reducing
network traffic to achieve faster response to users is also

discussed.

Keywords: GIS, Intemaliy Distrlbuted Multithreading (IDMT),
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1.. INTRODUCTION
The use of Geographic Information Systems with sparial

data is becoming more and more popular nowadays.

Dramatically increased availabiliry and usage of remotely

sensed dala require advanced technoiogies in computer science

and related areas. With the exponential growth of the World
Wide Web (WWW), there are more domains open to GIS

applications. A major consideration is to make a GIS system

accessible to the general public, who have little knowledge of
the spatial data, and allow them to interact with the system to

manipulate and retrieve information they need. In order to

address these issues, we developed a user-friendly web-based

multimedia system, called TerraFly [2] The TerraFly system

lets remote users using different platforms interact with the

system, exploit spatial data of their interest, and issue queries

to retrieve information they need, without the need lor
extensive training with the systeln, thus avoiding a painful

experience.
Numerous research works of GIS applications, both

academic and commercial, have been performed for decades

t4ll6ltTltSl and t9l. The existing research is extensive and

advanced and focuses on the foilowing areas:

1) Database systems to efficiently store and retrieve

heterogeneous spatial data;

2) Spatial data analysis capabilities;
3) Spatial data indexing methods.

Even though there have been great achievements over the

past decades on these areas, a web-based GIS application still

suffers from the following drawbacks:

1) Inabiliry of databases to efficiently handle large and

different spatial data sets;

2) Tendency for complicated WWW technologies and

distributed computing to add complexiry to the

system:
3) Significant degradation of system performance in

many misconfigured GIS systems.

In this paper, detailed research on the methodology and

techniques used to improve performance for a web-based GIS

application are discussed. Overall performance of a web-based

GIS system depends on the design of the system architecture'

For a distributed GIS system, a desired design is to best utilize

existing resources to obtain ma,rimum performance. To
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achieve this goal, we designed a model called "Internally
Distributed Multitlueading Model (IDMT)." In this model,

componentization and distribution of threads are based on the

different functionaliry each thread may have, enabling the
system to better utilize server CPU and other resources.

In a GIS systern, users usually tequest specific
information, such as "Find the nearest airpon." This kind of
information is very important for a GIS system, but is not used
at all in constructing a spatial data structure such as an R-tree.

A data structue called a Semantic R-tree that contains

semantic information is proposed in this paper. This data
structure provides significant savings in response time. Our
experimental results show that the Semantic R-tree
outperforms the well-known R-trees in answering specific
information that users often request.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present our system architecture as a whole. The information
server system structure is discussed in Section 3, and the
Semantic R-tree is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system's design is based on a three-tier client/server

architecture as shown in Fig-l. The second tier handles all
application logic: namely, it retrieves data requested by the
clients and answer queries for the ciients. Java is used in
developing the client side to generate byte codes running
across different platforms. Each client is a data-less graphical
user interface (GUI). The database server stores and retneves
multi-dimensional spatiai data such as image data as well as

alphanumeric data. Together, the clienUserver architecfure
forms a complete computing system with a distinct division of
responsibility.

Fig-l: TerraFly system arcNtecture

Java clients use a connection wrapper to synchronize data
transmission. The clients send requests to either a web server
or an information server, and receive data (image data and

textuai data) from different servers. When the web server
receives a request from a client, the proxy server will parse the
request, retrieve image and textua.l data related to the fly-over
request from the database server, and send the data back to the
ciient. The information server will search a spatial data
stnrcture (a semantic R-tree), to retrieve inlormation related to
range queries and nearest neighbor queries [15] from the
database server, and send the answers to the client.

2.t Java client
The client is written using Java to achieve platform

independence. A snapshot ofthe client GUI is shown in Fig-2.
The main features of the client include:

1. Capabiliry to fly over the Landsat TM dat4 Digital
Orthophoto Quad (DOQ at different directions by
positioning the mouse within the image.

2, Customized three-band (sensor) combination: users can

select some predefined and useful three-sensor

combinations to view false coior images from a drop
down menu.

3. Advanced three-band color composite: this application
aliows scientific users to enter any tluee-band
combinations (RGB) that the user is interested in
studying or analyzing.

4. RGB intensity control: this option allows the users to
increase or reduce the intensity of any of the bands that
represent the colors.

5. Capabiliry to issue range queries and nearest-neighbor
queries.

6. Capability to obtain feature extraction of the image.
7. Capabiliry to display online information (latitude,

longitude, regions, etc.) of the images that users are

viewing.

Fig-2: TerraFly Client

2.2Database server
The database seryer contains a multimedia spatial database

system built by our group using the Semantic Object-Oriented
Database Management System (Sem-ODB) t13l t14l based on

Semantic Binary Object-Oriented Model [12]. In the Semantic
Binary Object-Oriented Model, information is represented by
logical association (relations) between pairs of objects and by
the classification of objects into categories. Uniike the

traditional database systems that consist oniy of aiphanumeric
data, the Sem-ODB not only has alphanumeric data, but also

has data that cover multi-dimensional spaces such as image

data (maps). Currently, the database contains semantic/textual,

spatiavremote sensed (Landsat) and digital data including
Digital Orthophoto Quad (DOQ) (tuial photograph) data. The

Sem-ODB provides an efficient data storage and manipulation
methodology.
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2.3 Proxy serYer
A proxy server is used to relay data requested by the

clients to the database server, and to transmit the data retrieved
by Sem-ODB back to the clients. This proxy needs to use two
different protocols, one to interface with the clients, and
another to interface with the Sem-ODB server. We use

Common Gateway Interface (CGI) as the first protocol and
Sem-ODB's APIs as the second protocol. Upon receiving a

request from a client, the proxy server must decode the request
and retrieve approximate data from the database server. The
proxy process accomplishes this by using Sem-ODB APIs.
What the proxy server needs to do is to find where the
database server is located. After the database connection is
established, all queries can be performed using APIs provided
by the Sem-ODB.

2.4Information serYer
The systern as a whole provides an integrated view of

spatiai and associated data along with the capabiliry to display
and manipulate spatial images. Also, being a GIS systerl it
provides the capabiliry to issue range queries and nearest
neighbor queries to satisfy particuiar interests of scientists and
public users. Range queries are used to find spatial objects in a
specihc area around a location specified by the user. A sample
query is "Find all rental car companies around Miami
International Airport within six miles." Nearcst neighbor
queries are used to hnd the nearest spatiai object to the object
that the user specifies. For instance, "Find the nearest car
rental company." The information server is designed lor
answering these two types of queries. The information seryer
is a multithreaded application. It receives requests from the
clients through a UNIX socket. The configuration of the
information server is shown in Fig-3, which is discussed in
detail in the following section.

3. INFORMANTION SERVER
In the TenaFiy Information Server, we use POSX tfueads

[11] to enhance performance. The server is based on the
Internally Distributed Muttithreading Model (IDMT) that will
be described next.

r.r Internally distributed multithreading
(IDMT) model

In order to improve system performance, we propose an
internally distributed multithreading (IDMT) model. Fig-3
shows the proposed server structure. The backbone of this
structure is a thread pool containing a number of tlreads that
do computation in the back end, and we call these working
threads the back-end threads. Their counterparts are the front-
end ttreads, which are dedicated to communicate with the
clients. We will see that this structure not only achieves better
performance than the general model, but that it also has better
scalabiiity properfy.

3.2 Analysis of internally
multithreading

distributed

As mentioned earlier, the front-end communication threads
are dedicated to communicating with the clients, and do first-
phase computations, such as converting data types and getting
query values. AII requests from the client-side are sent to the

front-end threads through certain communication channeis (we

use sockets in this GIS system). When these threads receive
the requests, they analyze the requests based on the agreed-to
protocols between the sewer and the client, and post the
analyzed requests to thejob queue, where the back-end threads

take over the job.
We now describe how this distribution improves the server

in three ways: throughput, intemal load baiancing, and

scaiabiiity.

Throughput: If a ciient sends multiple requests, the response
time in the IDMT model is much less because the server
distnbutes the requests to back-end threads that run
concurrently to solve the requests from the same client. The
best case is that these tlueads compute aimost simultaneously
io get the resuits. Heavy load is distributed to several ttneads,
making the system more robust and achieving a better response
time.

Fig-3: The Internally Distributed Multitbreading Design

Internal load balancing: The back-end tlueads in the server
thread pool perform the major compuradons. When the server
detects a heavy load, such as too many requests ftom the
clients, it determines that there are not enough back-end
tlueads to handle the situation. The server can then generate

some extra back-end threads on demand to relieve the heavy
load. This dynamic thread generation can balance the server
performance with a minimal cost of resources needed.

Scalability: When we sepamte a large process into several
upgradeable components, we acnrally gain a benefit of
scalability. Each component is independent from others and
has its own functionality. If one component is upgraded, there
is little impact on the other components. In our design, the
communication module is separated from other modules. If
another communication method is used, there is no effect on
the server computation at all. The computation module consists
of a number of back-end threads, which can actually be
distributed to different powerful workstations. Thus, updating
will have the minima.l impact on the whole system.
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4, SEMANTIC R-TREE FOR SEMANTIC
QUERIES

An R-tree is an extension of B-trees for muitidimensional
objects. An object in an R-rree is represented by its minimum
bounding rectangle (MBR). Details of R-trees are discussed in

[3]. There are various R-tree variants, such as the R+ tree [17],
R* tree [1], and the packed R-tree [10][16]. An R-tree is based
on heuristic optimization to minimize the area of each

enclosing rectangle in the inner nodes. Most of the research on
the R-trees focuses on minimizing overiapping MBRs and
optimizing storage utiiization. However, for a CIS system,
more specific research on data structures is needed to answer
all kinds of range queries, which are one signifrcant feafure of
a GIS system. The R-tree and its variants are very efficient
methods that support range queries. We can further improve
the R-trees (or other spatial data structure) for a GIS system,
especially a GIS with static data.

4.1 Semantic query
Semantic queries are used to hnd specified objects

according to their reiations to the base object. An exampie
semantic query is "Find a nearest rental car company around
Miami International Airport (MIA)." In this query, the base
object is "MIA," the specified object (i.e., the semantic object)
is "a rental car company," and the relationship \s "nearest to."
On the other hand, a query such u "Find an object nearest to
MIA," where no attribute of this object is specified, is a general
query. In comparing these two queries, a semantic object is
defined as an object with some information that a user asks for.
In the above example, a user wants to find a. rental car
company. Ttlis "rental car company" is one type of semantic
information a user may specify. If a spatial data structure can
be built with this fype of information, query performance can
be greatly enhanced.

The difference between the semantic queries and the
general queries is subtle but significant. A general query
formula:

r R, OBr) where

r G is a set operator that is either Union (u) or Intersect (n),
r K is the number ofunion and./or intersect operations,
. Oi is a set ofobjects to be found,
. OBi is a base object,
o Ri is a relation.

A semantic object is O'=O(s), where s is the specified
information (s e S;). For each GIS system, there are a number
of semantic subsets. l*t S, be one semantic subset in a GIS
semantic set S (S, E .D and H be the number of semantic

H

subsers in ,S, where S = U (S, ). e semanric query is
j=t

K

Q,= G(o,(s) R, oBi)
i=l

A user uses a semantic guery Q, to ask for information he/she
wants. For each semantic subset S;, there are a limited (fixed)
number of elements. For example, in a map GIS system, .l =
{S1, 52, 53}, where

o $, ={Dade county, Broward Counry, Orange counfy...}
by counry;

r g, ={river, bridge, route... } by type;
r g, 

= {school, building, shopping center. . . ) by category.

The semantic subset informadon can be used to construct a

spatial data sfucntre to answer the semantic queries more
effrciently. If a user specifies that he wants to find a rental car
company nearest tO hirn" the server will search the data
structure not only by the spatiai specifications, but also by this
semantic information to find a car rental compdry. In order to
optimize (at least partially) a data strucnue based on the
semantic subsets, these subsets first need to be found. In
actualiry, this is not a problem at all. Finding semantic subsets
is a practical issue of searching the data sets to identify
different properties, and then categorizing these properties into
different subsets. Some unnecessary subsets can be further
pruned according to the feanues of each GIS system so that
only a few subsets need to be taken into consideration.

4.2 Semantic R-trees
A spatial data strucnue with buiit-in semantic information

is better able to answer semantic queries. For this purpose, a

spatial data structure with built-in semantic information, called
a semantic R-tree, is proposed. Without such built-in semantic
information, a spatia.l data structure has difficulty in answering

Fig-4: Pseudo-code of Semantic-packing algorithm

a query such as "Find all schools within 20 mlles" efficiently.
Searching the semantic R-tree will get all the objects within 20
miles, and further processing is then required to get the desired
objects (i.e., the schools) in answer to this query. With buiit-in
semantic information, some sub-trees containing unrelated
information can be pruned, wtrich makes semantic searching
quite efficient. In our design, the "cate8ory" subset

K

Q= G(O
i=l

l,

T

packing Algorithm:

1: Select one semantic subset that is best for one GIS
system.

2t Categorize data according to the selected semantic
subset.

3: Sort data in each category based on the x or y
coordinate.

Step 4: /* create the chiid node at level / (leaf nodes are at

level 0) */

While (there are data in the sorted list)
Generate a new R-fee node.
If (the remaining P data in the same category

with P >= luI)

Assign the next M data into this node.

Else
Assign next P data into this node.

Step 5: /* create the parent node, at level (/ + 1) */

While (there are nodes at level / not sorted yet)
Sort the nodes at level / based on their
generation times.

Go to Step 4.

semanuc quenes uslllg rjre
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Fig-7: Results of finding all objects with category "Bank".

All these experimental results show that the semantic R-
tree is a very efficient method for answering semantic queries.
As expected, the performance gain of the semantic R-tree over
an R-tree in answering semantic queries is considerable. ln
many GIS applications, the support for semantic queries is

more desirable since this kind of query can provide
information that users often request. Hence, a semantic R-tree
is more suitable in such cases.

5. Conclusion
ln this paper, a GIS system calied TenaFly is infoduced.

The TenaFiy system is a multimedia application that allows
users to view images, manipuiate the retrieved dat4 and issue
range queries and nearest neighbor queries. A spatial access
method, the semantic R-tree, is used to search the objects
based on both the spatial and semantic information. The
TenaFly information server uses a technique called "Intemally
Distributed Multithreading Model (IDMT)" to achieve better
performance. A semantic object-oriented database

management system is developed to meet the database
requirements. Spatial data such as the maps can be stored and
retrieved from this database. Severa-l experiments were
conducted to compare the semantic R-tree with the R-tree
based on general queries and semantic queries. The
experimental results show that the semantic R-trees perform
better thaa the R-trees for semantic queries, and have similar
performance for general queries.
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